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First, a disclaimer

The information discussed in this presentation is a compilation of career exploration concepts gleaned from interviews with penetration testing professionals from multiple companies around the world. No observation contained herein is designed to reflect specifically on any single employer or organization (including mine).

In other words: your movement may vary.
Dude, this is boring
Hello
my name is
Please Ignore Me
TRUST ME

I'M AN ENGINEER
Let's make S'mores!
I MIGHT...
NOT SEE YOU FOR DAYS...EVEN YEARS AWAY BUT...I LOVE YOU ANYWAYS!
I'M NOT ALONE
I have my imaginary friends.
EPIC FAIL

Because ordinary failure just wasn't enough.
Using Too Many Fonts is bad, really bad.
# define putchar
2# define print(x)
main(){v(4+v(v(52)-4));return 0;}/*
3#>>>>>>>4+[^<<<<<<<]>_
++++.------++++.*/
4 print(202*2);exit();
5#define/*>.@*/exit()}
"Always do right. This will gratify some people and astonish the rest."

Mark Twain

WHAT HAS BEEN SEEN

Cannot be un-seen...
THE BEST JOB IN THE WORLD.

Islands of the Great Barrier Reef, Queensland Australia.
Position Vacant: Island Caretaker
Salary: AUD$150,000 6-month contract
Responsibilities: • Clean the pool • Feed the fish • Collect the mail • Explore and report back
Work begins: 1 July 2009

ANYONE CAN APPLY.

www.islandreefjob.com
Characteristics of successful pros

Mental stamina
Tenacious
Patient
Quick on your feet
Work hard.
Stay Humble.
Being Awesome

Research
Make it a hobby
Get a mentor
Get involved
Be personable
Praktis gud riting

success doesn’t happen just because you ‘try’
if you want something awesome to happen you have to be awesome
Keep it Real

Be realistic
- With yourself
- And others

Set good goals
Get the skills!
Ask Questions!
Try Harder!
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